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EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXVI.

HALF term has come and gone, and Commemoration
with its attendant round of meals, functions and meals

again is already a week olrl. Summer weather has come at
last, and apparently, to stay; for the last three weeks, at
any rate, afternoon school has taken its full tithe of slumb81:
both from pupils and-shall it be whispered ?-from maflters
too. The heat has made the Bath a popular resort, and the
Privileged Bathers, shifted from their old quarters at the
east end to a new shed by the spring-boards, have been
taking full advantage of their privilege; the overcrowding,
however, so heavily criticised recently, has not been much
in evidence. We have seen nothing in the nature of a free
fight for the possession of a patch of sun-baked stone, nor
have we heard of unpopular or junior persons being evicted
to make room for their elders; the plain fact is that there
are NOT too many Privileged Bathers now, nor probably

have there ever been.
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The first month of term was admittedly a bad thing as
far as the weather was concerned, and cricket had almost
as poor a start as it had last season. The early matches
were spoiled by rain; but Tonbridge brought with them
two fine days, and defeated us on the strength of it. Never
theless, Westminster and Downside are still to come.

This term has seen the rise of another cricket institution,
the Agriculturalists, of School House. The Duckhunters,
we know, have been flourishing for some years already;
and for the Agriculturalists also we wish a long life and like
prosperity.

The spirit of enterprise has not been confined to the
regions of sport, or for that matter, to the younger generation
.either. From the well-known Press in Acreman Street
there has lately been issued a fresh publication, whose
pages are brightened by the sketches of a talented local
artist; the" Vermicelli," for that is its name, bids fair to
rival that other product of the Vermisorium, the" Weakly
Worm:" and like all other good Old Worms, we hope that
it may.

In the School itself there are rumours of an impending
resurrection of the Field Society; and the Gramophone
Society has so far achieved its original design of playing a
part in the life of every member of the School, as to provide
tentative music for the P. '1'. Display. Finally, of course,
there is the work on the Playing Fields, now drawing to
its end after twelve years' labour. The tastefully laId-out
shrub garden on both sides of the Pavilion may seem to
some minds rather ornate for its homely surroundings;
but no one can deny that our fields have reached a pitch of
perfection sui'passed by few other schools, and that through
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P. M. S. AlIen
R. S. ElwelI-Sutton

P. J. M. Anderson
P. J. M. Anderson
B. ]. Russell
R. A. H iggins

M. R. Pertwee

the energies of a few hard-working and devoted men, a great
enterprise has been carried ont, and the School has good
reason to be proud of it.

SCHOOL NEWS.

The Headmaster granted the School a half-holiday on Friday,
June 3rd, in honour of the King's Birthday.

Congratulations to the following on winning the following
prizes :-

School Greek Prose
School Latin Verse
School English Essay
School English Verse

Bowen History
Wildman Latin Prose

Barnes Elocution

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS, 1932.

Open Scholarships of £SO:-

D. A. Harris (I. Sant, Esq., St. Edrnund's School, Hindhead,
Surrey).

A. Goodwin (F. C. B. \Velch, Esq., Lexden House,
Eastbourne).

R. B. de Glanville (E. F. Stokes, Esq., St. Dunstan's,
Burnham-on-Sea).
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Open Scholarships of various amounts:-

]. F. N. Hodgkinson (H. E. Healey, Esq., Lickey Hills
School, Rednal, Worcs.).

M. ]. Colbourne (H. S. Forster, Esq., Cottesmore School,
Brighton).

]. H. A. Dunwoody (D. Mercer, Esq., Eastmans, Southsea).
P.A.G.\Vestlake (A.T. L. HicksOll, Esq., Oldfield, Swanage).

A. ]. G. Cracker (G. Meakin, Esq., P~mbroke Lodge,
Southbourne, Bournemouth).

Exhibitions :-

H. \V. King (T. E. \Vinslow, Esq., South Lodge, Enfield
Chase, Middlesex).

G. B. Russell (1. L. Poole, Esq., Great Ballard, New Milton,
Hants).

Hodgson Exhibitions (for s.ons of Clergy) :-

C. F. B. Lucas (T. P. Marsden, Esq., S. Michael's College,
Tenbury).

]. C. Whately-Smith (Rev. E. Whately-Smith, M.C., Hordle
House, Milford-on-Sea).

A. C. Ritchie (Messrs. Anson & Burr, Doone House,
\Vestgate-on-Sea).

O.S. NEWS.

P. Hogg (h, 1927-31) has been rowing in the New College,
Oxford, first boat, and, at the time of going to press, was due to
appear at Henley.

]. C. Cunningham (b, 1924-29) has been stroking the Oriel
College first boat.

We understand that Lieutenant R. C. B.Waller (d, 1921-25)
has been awarded the M.C.
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D. A. Apperley (a, 1921-25) performed in the A.D.C.
production of " The Importance of being Earnest" at Cambridge
during May week.

ENGAGEMENT.

On June 7th, 1932, the engagement was announced between
Mr. J. W. Kelway, Royal Artillery (b, 1922-27), only son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Kelway, \Vearn Wyke, Langport, Somerset,
and Joan, only daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Dibben,
formerly of Salisbury.

MARRIAGES.

July Ist,1932. William Arthur Richard Cole Hamilton
(h, 1920-21), to Barbara Deane.

On June 4th, 1932, at St. Martin's-in-the-Fields, Guy
Simonds Storrs, F.R.C.S. (a, 1917-21), elder son of Dr. and
Mrs. C. S. Storrs, of Colne, Lancs., to Margery Howard, elder
daughter of the late Edgar Storrs and Mrs. Stons of Ashley
Gardens, S.W.I.

Anthony John Duncombe-Anderson (h. 1920-25) to Gloranna
Georgina Valerie Menalty, in September, 1931.

~bituar}?

GERALD \VIGAN, born July 3rd, 1882, was at the Green
(Wilson's) from 1897 to 1900: he died on June 6th, 1932,after
ten weeks' hard fight against septic pneumonia. Though lame
from birth, and unable to take full part in school life, his
general character made him extremely popular.

STUART KERR HUNTER, assistant master, September, 1920,
to April, 1926, died on April 15th, 1932, in Edinburgh after a
short illness following an attack of influenza.
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WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS TO:

[JUNE,

1. The Sergeant in the Corps who said that a rifle weighed
9S01bs.

2. The Class Leader in the P.T. Competition who had the
table written on his finger nails.

3. The winners of the Staff Treasure Hunt.

4. The boy who raised his hat la the Head of the School
and his study companion, because he thought the former was
the latter's father.

5. The Duckhunters for defeating the Agriculturalists.

6. The master who said that the Seven Years' War lasted
five years-at least the first five years did!

7. The Platoon Sergeant who told his platoon that a certain
part of the belt was called the "S" because it looked like a "D."

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The morning of Empire Day was not very bright, and the
Archaeological Society's expedition to the Dorset coast started
from the School gates under grey skies. Unfortunately it
rained a little during lunch on Eype Down, and whilst some
returned to the charabancs others went to the edge of the high
precipitous cliffs and, sheltering from wind and rain behind
furze bushes, enjoyed the magnificentcoa5t views from Portland
wreathed in rain and sea-mist, aJongthe Chesil Beach to Lyme
Regis and Beer Head. Frol1l here and several other places
along the coastal road could be seen the small gronp of ships
engaged upon salving the M.2.

At Abbotshury the sub-tropical gardens were first visited;
eucalyptus trees, with their bark peeling off, china-tea plants,
rice and japanese plum trees flourish there together with the
more-familiar rhododendra, azalias and magnolias. After a
short walk down to I he Chesil Beach the Society was conducted
round Ahbotsbury Church and the Monastic Ruins and S.
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Catherine's Chapel by Archdeacon Moule. He gave an
interesting description of the architectural features of the
recently restored church, and read part of a 17th century
despatch-a graphic description of the siege of Abbotsbury in
the days of the Commonwealth. In the pulpit can be seen the
bullet holes made by shots fired by CromwelIian soldiers at the
Royalists within the church. From the top of the church tower
climbers found a good view of the scattered fragmentary
remains of the monastery, its fine tithe barn and the chapel
crowned crest of St. Catherine's hill. In the Swannery could
be seen over 1,000 swans, most of them nesting, and a few fluffy
cygnets just hatched out in their special pens.

At Weymouth the sun broke through the grey skies, and after
tea the pleasant journey back la Sherborne, past Maiden Castle
and Maumbery Rings, through Dorchester and Cerne, brought
an interesting and enjoyable excursion to a fitting end.

[This account was compiled from descriptive essays by members of Form 11.]

THE DUCKHUNTERS AND THE

AGRICULTURALISTS.

As mention has been made of these two remarkable teams
in our editorial, perhaps a short history of them would clear
up the mystery which at present surrounds them. .

The Duckhunters originally consisted of four members of
the Abbey House who confined themselves solely to "barge"
cricket, played with a tennis ball and a bit of wood for a bat,
in the House yard, and subject to certain rules of its own.
They first formed the club in the Summer Term, 1929, tbe
four members being G. D. Lean, C. W. Lyle, R. A. H. 'vVard
and A. C. Pain. \Vhen, however, two of them left before the
others, two others were elected to take their place,one of whom
was J. H. Bowman, in the summer of 1931. It was then that
the idea of going on tour in the holidays playing "real" cricket
entered their heads, and, sure enough, by extending the
membership to people from aU over the School, the Club took
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a side on tour in August in Kent. The tour was a great social
success, and as far as cricket went, one match was won, one
drawn, and one lost. Such sides as the Beckenham Public
Schoolboys (the result of this appeared in the Times I), the
Sevenoaks Public Schoolboys and Heathfield were the
opposition. This year the side is again touring Kent and
includes a fourth fixture. Economy is one of the essentials of
the tour, and the costs are never likely to exceed two pounds.
It is hoped that the Duckhullters Tour in future will provide
an opportunity for Shirburnians to meet once a year-a social
success is the primary object.

The Agriculturalists are a very new club and therefore have
hardly the right to a history. The club was formed in School
House this term to amuse those people for whom School Cricket
has lost its use and its interest by playing neighbouring villages
on Saturdays. The Headmaster, however, has consented to be
President, and the Club also includes First Eleven players,
who play when they have the time.

Membership of both clubs can only be obtained by election.
The colours of the Duckhunters are Royal blue and white,
those of the Agriculturalists magenta and white. The origin
of the names of the clubs is obvious!

It was obviously necessary for the Duckhunters to humble
their upstart rivals, and on Tuesday, June 14th, the Oxford
members with the help of support from the School members
and others defeated the Agriculturalists by 95 runs. U n
fortunately the Upper could not be obtained, although the
Captain of Games seemed willing before he left for Radley,
but we were allotted the next best (?) ground, No. 11, and had
a thoroughly enjoyable afternoon. The star performance of
the day was that by G. C. Laws, whose" golf" shots were
perfect and his" addressing" of the ball most impressive.

"SOME PEOPLE ARE BORN LUCKY."

Where salmon fishers congregate there is always endless
discussion as to what it is exactly that makes one angler more
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or less successful than another. Some will say knowledge of
the river is of the greatest importance; others will pin their
faith to skill in casting, to choice of the right size or pattern of
fly or minnow; others again will say it is a matter of blind
chance. But for my part, the following series of events which
happened to me the other day have convinced me that in salmon
fishing as in other matters,

" It is the stars,
The stars above us, govern our conditions."

If the Fates are determined that we shall catch a salmon, a
salmon we shall catch; if not, we may flog the water with skill
or futility all day and all night without serious injury to the
salmonidae.

This is what happened. I arrived one Saturday night at a
Hotel in Devonshire for the purpose of fishing for salmon in a
river I had not previously visited. In the course of the evening,
one of the anglers staying in the 11 otel showed me a fly unlike
anything I had seen before and said" This is the fly for this
river; it was made to the pattern of a man who used to fish
here regularly. This pattern and this size you must have if
you are to kill a salmon here."

The next day I went off to fish without a specimen of this
deadly fly, since there was no means of acquiring one on Sunday.
As I left the Hotel I remarked with rather forced jocularity to
the Innkeeper's wife, "Well! what size salmon would you like
today?" "Well, Sir, between ten and twelve pounds is a nice
size," was her reply.

After a blank morning, I came at about half past three to a
run underneath a large ash tree where I hoped there might be
a salmon. As I fished it with my prosaic Jock Scott I felt a
sudden pull of a quality not to be attributed to a mere trout.
Alas! There was nothing more than the tug, and I knew that
my first salmon of the day had failed to appreciate the real
reason for the hook which accompanied the fly. What was I
to do? I had no smaller fly to try him with. Disconsolate I
fished the pool below the run, taking care not to disturb my
friend. As I got near the end of the pool I chanced to get my
fly caught on one of the very highest branches of the ash tree
behind me. With some impatience I jerked at my line to try
and free it. This I was not able to do, but as I shook the
branch I saw another fly left by some previous angler, detach
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itself from the very bough on which my fly was caught, and
float gently, together with a yard of gut, to the ground quite
close to my feet. Imagine my delight when I saw that it was
a fly of the very size and pattern that I had been assured the
night before would alone produce me a salmon!

The sequel was, I suppose, invetiable. I put on the fly so
luckily acquired, returned to the run under the ash tree, and
immediately hooked the fish which had risen to my Jock Scott
not ten minutes before.

But there is more yet to the story. As I started to play the
fish, a villager whom I had noticed standing not far off the
river, came up and firmly removed my tailer from my back.
vVith some apprehension I asked him if he had ever tailed a
salmon before. "Hundreds, Sir," was his reassuring reply.

The fish was duly played out and successfully tailed. In
view of my conversation with the Innkeeper's wife before
setting out that morning, I suppose I can hardly hope to be
believed when I say that the fish weighed exactly eleven pounds!

BELLS.

"What on earth," thought lone Tuesday evening, as I
mused within my study walls, "can be the use of bells ?"

In my perplexity I sought myoId friend the Encyclopcedia
Britannica. "Bells," says that monumental work "are hollow,
metallic instruments for making a more or less loud noise.
But, thought I, rather more than less. It also stated that bells
were full of romantic interest, and, to judge by the ones we
hear, full of many other things as well.

What is the point of a number of men making a hideous din
on hollow metallic instruments to the annoyance and distraction
of those in their vicinity, for which service they get heavy
payment from the pillars of the Church? Can anyone do any
work while they are making a more or less loud noise? Even
the Enc. Brit. failed to enlighten me. Is it a tradition that
must be upheld? If it has taken hundreds of years to cultivate
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this romantic nuisance, is that any reason why hollow and
metallic instrumental disarmament cannot now come into force?

The next paragraph in the Encyclop~dia Britannica was
headed" house-bells." The 8.40-8.45 a.m. house-bell is no
doubt full of subtle modulations of harmony, but not of
punctuality. And one other bell between School House and
the Yeatman Hospital has to be heard to be believed. In fact,
why must-as the Salvation Army say-" The bells of hell go
ting-a-ling-a-ling ?"

GYPSIES.

o day of Magic! In the sun-hot street
There are Gypsies! Brown faces, unshod feet

And well-deep eyes!
V/here have you come from, dark-haired Romany folk,
Dreaming beneath your curling camp-fire smoke

In your well-deep eyes?

Where are you going? No-one knows, save you,
And you are not sure. Beneath the arching blue

Of summer skies
You've wandered, laughing children of the Sun
Over the world, since it was first begun

Under the summer skies.

Wandering ever on your slow, slow way
Romantic people, living from day to day,

Laughing together!
\iVhere you have been, now only ashes lie
lVI ute witnesses where you have just passed by,

Laughing together.

BY REQUEST.

" It is Hall-time," the Scholar remarked to his friend,
"And 'tis time that you turned to your work;

Your Horace or Sophocles I recommend,
Or is it a Prose that you shirk ?"
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" My Prose I have finished," his fellow replied,
"And my Con. I could tell you by heart,

But I'm making a poem, and though I have tried,
I'm blowed if I know how to start."

" For whom is this poem you're going to write
With the eager intent you display?

For you've not only worried me all of to-night,
But you've brooded for most of to-day."

" It's a summons I've had from the Head of the School,
To make use of my gift from the Muse:

The Shirburniall, he says, is in need of some fool
To provide it with other than news."

"'Tis easy, my friend," said the boy with disdain,
And he laughed as he heard his friend curse,

" Produce some more paper, don't worry in vain:
Just put what we've said into verse."

R.M.V.

P.T. COMPETITION.

This was held on Friday, May 27th, and was judged by two
instructors from the Army Headquarter Gymnasium at
Aldershot, Q.M.S.I. Hartigan and C.S.M.I. Wilcox.

The work throughout was very level, which is always a
satisfactory feature in a competition, and I think the standard
of efficiency set up in previous years was maintained, with the
possible exception of School House" B," who had rather an
" off" day. The chief criticism was the quick pace in the
" marching with knee raise," but with this exception the judges
thought the work good, the standard high, and the whole
competition very level.

I should like to congratulate Ross' House on their success;
their P.T. has greatly improved of recent years, and I hope
they will maintain their high standard.
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The marks were as follows :-
Max.280.

1. Ross' 229

2. Brown's 227
3. O'Hanlon's 22l!

4. Parry-Jones' .. , 219

5 {Macfarlane-Grieve's} 216
. Elderton's

7. School House "A" 212
8. School House" B" 208

GYM. TESTS.

~I.E.K.W.

The School generally, and junior boys in particular, are
getting a wrong impression about gym. tests.

These tests form a part of gym., and are introduced
occasionally into the lesson to standardise the efficiency of the
individual. Such testing should not require extra practice, but
be taken by each boy in his stride; otherwise a false impression
of efficiency is created.

During a boy's time here he gets about 35 periods of actual
testing as well as about 130 gym. lessons; this allotment of
time should permit a boy to obtain his first class test before he
leaves, even if he only passes one movement each gym. test
period.

This principle is the fairest and most level way of testing the
physical efficiency of the School, and I am very much averse
to concen trated effort at any particular time, by means of extra
practices out of school hours, when dealing with work that is
supposed to run smoothly throughout a boy's life here. On the
other hand I am very much in favour of the backward boy
coming to the gym. for extra practice for the purpose of
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improving his physical developement generally-such a request
I should never refuse.

In future there will be no actual" testing" out of school
hours, though I do not wish to stop boys coming to practice
voluntarily in order to improve themselves in any particular
line of development. M.E.K.W.

DRILL COMPETITION, 1932.

The Drill Competition was held this year on June 8th, and
was judged by two officers from the Rifle Depot and one from
the Dorsetshire Regiment Depot.

The standard of drill and turn out was on the whole very
satisfactory. There was clear evidence that all platoons had
taken trouble over the competition, and the instructors are to
be congratulated. As regards the actual commanding of the
squads, there was a good deal of variation between the different
instructors. In at least one case exceptionally good commanding
pulled up a squad which would otherwise have been amongst
the least successful.

The questions in the third part of the competition were very
well answered. Indeed, the examining officer accused me of
having told him to set questions of too Iowa standard. This
showed that at least a reasonable amount of care had been
taken by the great majority of the rank and file, as well as by
the leaders.

The result was very close indeed. The first four squads
were only separated by two marks in a total of over two
hundred, and may be considered as practically equal. In
judging the results, it must be borne in mind that two platoons,
numbers 4 and 7, have provided a large number of instructors
for C Company this year, and were therefore at a considerable
initial disadvantage for the purposes of this competition.
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The marks were ;-
Part 1 Part 11 Part III

Turn out and March Past. Drill. Questions. Total.

No. 3 70 76 90 236
No. 5 60 88 87 235
No.2 75 68 91 234
No.4 70 78 86 234
No. 1 55 72 87 214-
No. 6 66 62 86 214-
No. 8 62 62 85 209
No. 7 57 72 75 204

I should like to express the thanks of the a.T.C. to the
officers who so kindly came over to judge the competition.

J.H.R.

CRICKET.

1ST XI.

SCHOOL v. DORSET RANGERS.

Played on the Upper on May 7th.
Dorset Rangers won the toss and batted. A good first wicket

stand gave them 62 for one wicket, and G. White, one of the
opening batsmen, made Ill. D. Evans bowled well, taking
five wickets for 60 runs, including a hat trick. Dorset Rangers
were all out for 229, there being two short delays in their
innings owing to rain.

T. Fenwick and M. A. Kirke opened for the School, but only
put on 3 runs. At the fall of the second wicket the score was
8, and later P. L. Candler was bowled when the score stood at
32. H. F. W. Fox and Meredith made a good stand, Fox
making 36 not out and Meredith 18 not out. The rain then
began again harder than before, and the match was abandoned
with the score at 64 for three wickets.

Rej;ult, draw.
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DORSET RANGERS.

G. H. WhIte, c Smith, b ~'!eredith 36
Gordon White, c Fox, b Evans 111
Capt. H. H. Hayes, c and b Meredith 12
Cap!. R. E. C. Goff. c Holloway, b Evans 19
F. R. H. Bevan,lbw, b Smith 1
D. L. Ridout, b Holloway 14
T. V. R. Wilson, not out 2
Cap!. R. D. Busk, b Evans 0
R. J. Ll1ffman. b Evans 0
C. B. Aylward, b Holloway 3
C. J. P. C. Jowett, b Evans 21

Extras ... 10

Total 229

SCHOOL.

T. Fenwick, c Busk, b Aylward 1
M. A. Kirke, b Aylward 2
H. F. \V. Fox, not out 36
P. L. Candler, b Aylward 7
Meredith, not out 18
P. J. Smith)
D. Evans

Lock j'd bR. H.Chase dl not at
Holloway
Cook

Extras .. , 0

Total (3 wickets) 64

BOWLING.

DORSET RANGERS.
O. M. R. W. A.

Holloway 19 5 48 2 24
D. Evans 22 5 60 5 12
P. J. Smith 19 3 45 1 45
Cook 2 0 15 0
Meredith 10 0 51 2 25.5

SCHOOL.

Cap!. R. D. Busk 6 1 6 0
C. B. Avlward 11 0 48 3 16
H. H. Hayes 5.5 3 10 0

SCHOOL v. SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

No play was possible before lunch, but afterwards it was
just possible on a vel y wet wicket, which Freeman had prepared
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three yards inside the touchline of the rugger field. The
Stragglers won the toss and went in, but lost two wickets for
28 in twocollsecutive balls from Evans. The wickets continued
to fall steadily and Gibson was out to a magnificent catch in
the slips off Evans. Mr. Elderton made a bright 23 at the end,
the side being out for 144-, and Evans taking six for 41.

Lock and Evans started the School innings and put on 60
for the first wicket, when Evans was out for 31. Fox and
Lock continued scoring quickly till Lock was out at 89, having
made 42 with a great deal of promise and vigour. Fox and
Candler were both bowled by good balls from Gaskell, and after
Lock the next four wickets fell rapidly until a stand was made
by Fenwick and Wilson, who took the score to 146 without
further loss. GaskeIl took three for 23, and Ross three for 77.

SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

A. S. Bligh, c Wilson, b Robinson
J. M. GaskeII, b Evans
Capt. C. L. Dunn, b Evans
A. Mustard, c Chase, b Evans
E. G. Holt, c Candler, b HolIoway
E. Ross, lbw, b Holloway
Capt. G. H. Cole, b Smith
Dr. R. B. Gibson, c HolIoway, b Evans
J. Watson, b Evans
M. B. Elderton, c Fox, b Evans
E. C. Francis, not out ...

Extras ...

Total

SCHOOL.

D. Evans, c Dunn, b Ross
Lock, c Cole, b Ross ...
H. F. W. Fox, b Gaskell
P. L. Candler, b GaskelI
Meredith, b Ross
P. J. Smith, c Mustard, b GaskelI ...
T. Fenwick, not out
T. V. R. Wilson, not out
R. H. ChaSe}
Robinson did not bat
HolIoway

Extras ...

Total (6 wickets)

28
11
o

16
15
15
13

2
10
23
8
3

... 144

31
42
20
11
o
2

26
13

... 146
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BOWLING.

SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.
O. M. R. W. A.

Holloway ... 10 3 21 2 10.5
D. Evans '" 22.3 7 41 6 6.8
P. J. Smith 12 1 43 1 43
Robinson 7 2 14 1 14
R. H. Chase 6 1 23 0

SCHOOL.
Ross 19 2 77 3 25.7
Gibson 4 0 11 0
Holt 8 0 34 0
Gaskell 6.1 0 23 3 7.7

SCHOOL 'V. DORSET REGT.

The School batted first on an easy wicket. Cook and
Meredith opened the batting and put on 160 runs for the first
wicket. Both batted well, but derived some benefit from poor
fielding. The rest of the side found great difficulty in dealing
with a slow underhand lob bowler, and the innings was declared
closed at 252 for seven, Cook having made 98, Meredith 53 and
Wilson 22 not Ollt. Gaff took four for 60.

The Regiment went in to bat and lost two wickets for 28,
but then a stand was made by Gaff and Thompson, who. took
the score to 70 for the third wicket. The eighth wicket fell for
94, and then Thomas with the help of Gaye and Wood took the
score to 148, Gaff having made 28, Thompson 27, Gaye 21 and
Thomas 16 not out. Smith bowled very steadily and took five
for 29.

SCHOOL.
Cook, b Hill
Meredith, C Wood, b Goff
R. H. Chase, c Wood, b Goff
Robinson, c Bredin. b Hill
Holloway, lbw, b Gifford
T. V. R. \Vilson, not out
T. Fenwick, c Down, b Goff
P. L. Candler, c Gaye, b Goff
P. J. Smith, not out
LOCk}. bClarke did not at

Extras ...

Total (7 wickets)

98
53
13
10
15
22

6
5
o

30

... 252
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DORSET REGT.
Lt. Gifford, b Chase 13
Lt. Bredin, b Chase 6
Capt. Goff, b Smith 28
R. S. Thompson, e sub., b Clar1<e... 27
Lt. Mardin. run out 4
Lt. Down, b Smith 9
LIe Thomas, not out ... 16
Capt. Woodhouse, b Smith 0
Lt. Hill, e Chase, b Smith 2
Lt. Gaye, b Meredith '" 21
Lt. Wood, e Wilson, b Smith 7

Extras ... 13

Total 148

BOWLING.

SCHOOL.
O. M. R. W. A.

Hill 20 3 43 2 21.5
Wood 8 1 37 0
Goff 14 0 60 4 15
R. S. Thompson 11 5 27 0
Gifford 8 1 28 1 28
Down 2 0 9 0
vVoodhouse 6 0 18 0

DORSET REGT.

Robinson 8 1 35 0
R. H. Chase 11 2 31 2 15.5
P. J. Smith ... 11 2 29 5 5.8
Clarke 8 1 15 1 15
Meredith ... 6 0 25 1 25

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELL'S.

Blundell's won the toss and decided to bat on a very wet
wicket. The conditions were most unpleasant and the bowlers
were unable to turn the ball at all, but when Blundell's had lost
two wickets for 52 the weather improved slightly. and at lunch
time the score was 73 for five. During the interval it rained
hard ~md play was no longer possible, the match being finally
abandoned at 4.30. The result was rather dbappointing, as the
School seemed to be in rather a promising position at lunch
time. The School fielding was very sound, and Robinson
caught a good catch off Evans at silly mid-off. Evans took
three for 25.
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BLUNDELL'S.

A. M. Wynne, lbw, b Evans
F. J. C. Wilson, st Robinson, b Evans
R. n. Parsons, c and b Smith
F. M. Martin, b Chase
J. K. Deck, lbw, b Evans
J. N. Craig, notout
P. Lake, not out
I, A. Jones )
V. P. Budge ~ did not bat
B. A. Edwards)
R. T. Stone

Extras

Total (5 wickets)

5
38
12
4
4
2
6

2

73

[JUNE,

D. Evans
P. J. Smith
Robinson
R. H. Chase

BOWLING.

O. M. R.
14 4 25
10 3 18

5 0 20
... 8 3 8

w.
3
1
o
1

A.
8.33

18

8

SCHOOL 'U. TONBRIDGE.

This match was played on the Upper on June 3rd and 4th.
The School won the toss and decided to bat first, but started
badly, losing three wickets for 6 runs, but then Candler and
Innes saved the situation by putting on 32 runs, when Innes
was caught. Smith and Candler added 50 runs, when Candler
was bowled, after playing a good innings for 4-4-. The last three
wickets produced 80 runs, of which Cook made 57 in a bright
innings with nine fours, and Robinson 15. Of the Tonbridge
bowlers H. R. Crouch was the best, taking four wickets for
57 runs.

Tonbridge started off badly, losing five wickets for 33, before
J. C. Morton and N. C. Brown took the score to 74, and then
Morton (59) and the last three batsmen, of whomR. F. Harding
made 21, brought their total to 161, thus giving the School a
lead of 4-1 runs on the first innings.

The School second innings was opened by Lock and
Robinson, the former being quickly caught off Crouch. Fox
joined Robinson and both settled down to what looked like a
good score when Robinson was bowled. Candler joined Fox,
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but was soon dismissed, Fox soon following. Evans made a
useful 25, but after that a demoralising collapse started and
continued right through the side. The Tonbridge bowling was
very steadY, especially Crouch, but it was rather allowed to
remain so by the batsmen.

Tonbridge required only 148 runs to win. The two opening
batsmen started very slowly, having plenty of time. Although
wickets fell fairly regularly, the issue seemed to be never in
doubt, all the batsmen looking confident and making runs,
although the bowling was very steady. Brown and Morton came
together for the sixth wicl;et and finished. the innings unparted.
Tonbridge well deserved their victory, their ground fielding and
throwing, to say nothing of slip catching, being a delight to
watch.

SCHOOL.
2nd innings.

I lbw, b Morrison
o c Morrison, b Crouch
4 c Albertini, b Crouch

44 c Ball, b Crouch
14 lbw, b Morrison
23 not out
57 run out
10 c Albertilll, b Morrison
7 b Harding

11 c and b Crouch
15 b Albertini
16 Extras

1sf innings.
D. Evans, b Crouch
Lock, b Morrison
H. F. W. Fox, b Crouch ...
P. L. Candler, b Morrison
J. E. C. lnnes, c Brown, b Harding ...
P. J. Smith, c Crouch, b Morrison
Cook, c Albertini, b Crouch
T. Fenwick, b Harding ...
Meredith, c Robertson, b Crouch
R. H. Chase, lbw, b Albertini
Robinson, not out

Extras

Total 202 Total

25
1

19
8
o
8
5
3
7
5

18
8

107

TONBRIDGE.
1sf innings.

A. D. Robertson, lbw, b Smith
E. J. Brettell, c Robinson, b Evans ...
H. R. Crouch, b Evans ..
P. D. Duntnell, b Smith ..
R. W. M. Morrison, b Smith
N. C. Brown, c Chase, b Evans
J. C. Morton, c Evans, b Robinson
D. C. S. Ball, b Robiuson
M. P. Brooks, c Smith, b Evaus
I{. F. Harding, c Robinson, b Smith
\V. R. Albertini. not out ...

Extras

2nd innings.
8 lbw, b Smith
o b Evans .. ,
o lbw, b Evans

11 c Fox, b Smith
9 b Smith

18 not out
59 not out

~! ldid not bat

12 Extras .. ,

26
8

22
29
17
24
16

10

Total 161 Total (5 wickets)... 152
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BOWLING.

SCHOOL.

1st innings.
o. M. R. W. A.

R. W. M. Morrison 27 5 73 3 24.33
H. R. Crouch 25 6 57 4 14.25
R. F. Harding 14 4 29 2 14.5
W. R. Albertini ... 6.4 1 18 1 18
D. C. S. Ball 2 0 9 0

2nd innings.
R. \V. M. Morrison 14 3 21 4 5.2
H. R. Crouch ... 18 6 29 3 9.7
R. F. Harding ... 17 2 32 1 32
W. R. Albertini ..• 11 4 16 1 16

TONBRIDGE.

1st innings.
P. J. Smith 26 9 57 4 14.25
D. Evans 28 10 37 4 9.25
R. H. Chase 8 2 32 0
Robinson 8 3 17 2 8.5
Meredith 2 0 4 0

2nd innings.
P. J. Smith ... 23.2 6 50 3 16.7
D. Evans ... 22 8 40 2 20
Robinson 12 2 24 0
R. H. Chase 8 3 11 0
Meredith ... 4 1 17 0

SCHOOL v. RADLEY.

This match was played at Radley on the 14th and 15th June.
The School won the toss and elected to bat on a hard wicket.
Fenwick and Cook opened the innings, but had a short-lived
partnership, as did the next few batsmen until Evans and Smith
came together, when Evans made a bright 62, Smith merely
concentrating on defence. After these two were parted no one
seemed at all comfortable, and the whole side were dismissed
for 125 just before lunch.
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After lunch Radley also made a bad start until G. P. Stubbs
and ]. C. Guy had a good partnership, putting on 124 runs, of
which Guy contributed 114, having been missed five times
before he had made 30. The School ground fielding was good,
but the catching was very weak. Smith bowled well, tal<ing
six for 63, aut! Radley were all out for 222.

At the close of play we had lost two wickets for 34, and the
outlook was none too good. On \iVednesday quite a promising
start was made until CamBer was lbw to R. C. T. Wall is.
Cook batted well and made a useful 36, and Smith also did
well getting an excellent 46. After Smith was out the hatting
became rather lifeless, though Chase and Ridout made quite a
useful last wicket stand, the whole side being out for 185,
Dinwiddy taking four for 37.

Radley then went in and had to make 89 to win. Dinwiddy
and Mackenzie opened the innings, and Dinwiddy after a good
start was brilliantly caught by Fox at mid-off. The next few
wickets fell quickly until the score stood at 36 for four, when
Guy and Birks carried the score to 86 for five, Birks then being
bowled by Evans. At 88 another wicket fell, G. P. Stubbs
being run out, but after this the match was as good as over,
and shortly afterwards stumps were drawn, Guy having made
48 not out after a good innings, and Smith having taken three
for 32. Radley deserved their win, making better use of their
opportunities.

SCHOOL.

1st innings.
T. Fenwick, lbw, b Stubbs
R. V. Cook, c Stubbs, b Wallis
H. F. W. Fox, b Stubbs ...
P. L. Candler. lbw, b Stubbs
D. Evans, c \Vallis, b de Boinville
P. J. Smith, b Dinwlddy .
B. H. Lock, b Mackenzie ..
B. H. D. Hobinson, run out
Holloway, b de Boinville ...
D.L.Hidont, c Dinwiddy, b de Boinville
IL H. Chase, not out

Extras

2nd innings.
4 c Hamersley, b Wall is 3

16 b Stubbs ... 36
3 c Lycett, b Stubbs 5
o lbw, b Wallis 14

62 lbw, b Wallis 12
8 b Dinwiddy 46

10 b Dinwiddy 17
13 c Lycett, b Mackenzie 12

1 b Dinwiddy 0
o not out 16
o c Hamersley, b Dinwiddy 15
8 Extras 9

Total 125 Total ... 185
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RADLEY.
7st innings.

H. P. Dinwiddy, b Chase
C. J. Mackenzie, lbw, b Hobinson
P. S. Hunter, b Evans
J. C. Guy, b Smith
E. F. A. Royd, b Smith ...
P. H. Birks, lbw, b Smith
G. P. Stubbs, c Evans, b Smith
R. H. B. Hamersley, not out
C.A.C.deBoinville, c HollowaV,b Evans
P. N. L. Lycett, c Ridout, b Smith ...
R. C. T. Wallis, b Smith

Extras

2nd innings,
9 c Fox, b Smith

20 b Smith ...
14 c and b Evans

114 not out
8 b Smith
5 b Evans ...

35 run out
1 not out

r}did not bat

15 Extras

7
4
7

48
o

16
1
o

5

Total 222

BOWLING.

SCHOOL.

Total (6 wickets) ... · 89

7st innings.
o. M. R.

G. P. Stubbs 11 2 31
R. C. T. Wallis 10 2 33
H. P. Dinwiddy... 7 3 24
C. J. Mackenzie... 11 0 23
C.A.C.deBoinville 3.3 0 6

2nd innings.
G. P. Stubbs 24 10 39
R. C. T. Walli.... 20 6 36
C. T. Mackenzie 20 2 60
C.A.C.deBoinvilla 1 0 4
H. P. Dinwiddy... 15.3 4 37

RADLEY.

7st innings.
D. Evans 25 9 56
P. J. Smith 24.5 5 63
R. H. Chase 11 2 45
B. H. D. Hobinson 7 2 13
Holloway 3 0 16
B. H. Lock 3 0 14

2nd innings.
D. Evans 14.1 3 38
P.J.Smith 15 4 32
R. H. Chase 2 0 11
B. H. D. Robinson 1 0 2

W. A.
3 10.33
1 33
1 24
1 23
3 2

2 19.5
3 12
1 60
0
4 9.25

2 28
6 10.5
1 45
1 13
0
0

2 19
3 10.67
0
0
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SCHOOL V. OXFORD AUTHENTICS.

Played on June 16th. The Authentics brought over a greatly
weakened side owing to an unfortunate breakdown.

The Authentics won the toss and decided to bat on a fast but
easy wicket. Before the steady bowling of Evans and Smith
wickets fell rapidly, nobody looking like staying except
Tindall, who ran himself out, and Seddon who, although in for
nearly an hour, only made 18. Nation, Williams, Cool11be and
Mr. Eldertoll played for the Authentics. Mr. Elderton looked
as if he might make a big score, but succumbed to a subtle
long-hop from Robinson, which hit the bottom of the stumps.

Femvick and Cook opened the School innings, having 104
to make. Cook soon left to a catch in the slips off Castley.
Fox joined Fenwick and they put on 4-8 runs before tea.
Immediately after tea Fenwick was caught in the slips.
Robinson and Holloway were soon dismissed, whereupon Fox,
joined by Lock, gave a sparkling exhibition of hitting until he
was bowled trying to hit a six. H is score of 69 included seven
fours and two delightful sixes. Ridout joined Lock and they
remained un parted until the end, Lock scoring 98 against some
very tired bowling.

Ridont kept well for the School and stumped very smartly.

OXFORD AUTHENTICS.

R. Eglington, c Ridout, b Smith .
D. A. Hodgkinson, lbw, b E\'ans .
R. G. Tindall, run out
L. C. Wilcher, b Smith
R. Castley, run out
N. R. Seddon, b Robinson
W. R. Evans, c Ridout, b Smith
A. K. Nation, c Chase, b Evans
M. B. Elderton, b Robinson
A. \Villiams, not out
A. Coombe,b Chase

Extras ...

Total

14
9

19
3
o

18
5
8
9
9
3
7

... 104·
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SCHOOL.

T. Fenwick, c Hodgkinson, b Castley 35
R. V. Cook, c Wilcher, b Castley ... 1
H. F. W. Fox, b Eglingtoll 69
T. V. R. Wilson, c Hodgkinson, b Castley 5
B. H. Lock, not out 98
B. H. D. Robinson. st Hodgkinson. b Coombe 1
B. H. Holloway 1
D. L. Ridout. not out ... 42
R. H Chase)
D. Evans fdid not bat
P. J. Smith

Extras ... 18

Total (6 wickets) 260

BOWLING.

OXFORD AUTHENTlCS.

O. M. R. W. A.
D. Evans 16 8 38 2 19
P. J. Smith 12 3 27 3 9
B. H. D. Robinson 8 1 17 9 8.5
R. H. Chase 5.2 0 12 1 12
B. H. Hoiloway '" 1 0 3 0

SCHOOL.

R. G. Tindall 6 1 20 0
R. Castley 15 5 40 3 13.3
N. R. Seddon 11 0 51 1 51
W. R. Evans 6 0 49 0
D. A. Hodgkinson 2 0 27 0
R. Eglington 8 0 25 1 25
A. Coombe 9 2 40 1 40

2ND XI.

SCHOOL v. SHAFTESBURY GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

This match was played on the Upper on Thursday, June
2nd, and ended in a win for the School by 172 runS.

The School went in first; Ridout and Wilson ma. batted
well, making 59 and 31 respecti vely, while Bowman had a
merry knock, hitting ten fours out of a total of 53. The School
retired at tea time for 187.
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Shaftesbury were unlucl(y to lose a wicket in the first over;
this rather upset the side and they could not get going, and
were all dismissed for 15. Baron got four wickets for 1 run,
and Bowman three wickets for 4 runs. M.E.K.W.

SCHOOL V. BRUTON SCHOOL.

This match was played at Bruton on Thursday, June 16th,
and ended in a draw.

Bruton batted first and the 2nd XI did well to get four
wickets down for 49, but our bowlers could make no impression
on Blunt, who played very well indeed for 74, and was out to a
really good catch by Bowman at silly mid-off. Bruton declared
at 204 for six, giving the School just two hours to get the runs,
which should have been quite possible on such a fast scoring
ground; however, four of our wickets feU for 28, and we had
to steady up to save the side from rabbitting; this Meredith
and Watney did with great success, the former getting 50 and
the latter 68 not out-a very good performance. The close of
play saw the School with 147 for five. M.E.K.W.

SENIOR HOUSE MATCHES.
First Round.

School House "A" beat School House "B" (School
House "A," 10 points).

Macfarlane-Grieve's beat Elderton's (Macfarlane-Grieve's,
10 points).

Parry-Jones' beat Ross' (Parry-Jones', 10 points).

Brown's beat O'Hanlon's (Brown's, 10 points).

Second ROnl/d.

Macfarlane-Grieve's beat School House "A" (Macfarlane.
Grieve's, 10 points).

Elderton's beat School House" B " (Elderton's, 10 points).
Parry-Jones' beat Brown's (Parry-Jones', 10 points).
Ross' beat O'Hanlon's (Ross', 10 points).
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Third Round.
SchoolHouse "A" beat Elderton's (School House "A,"

10 points).
Maefarlane-Grieve's beat School House" B" (l\Jacfarlane

Grieve's, 10 points).
Parry-Jones' beat O'Hanlon's (Parry-Jones', 10 points).

Ross' beat Brown's (Ross', 10 points).

) 10
J

"B"} 0School House
O'Hanlon's

Macfarlane-?rieve'} 30
Parry-Jnnes

Scho?l House"A" t20
Ross J

Elderton's
Brown's

Total Points.

The final will be played between Macfarlane-Grieve's and
Parry-J ones'.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors of The Shirburnian do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors. ]

To the Editors of The Shirlwrnian.

Dear Sir,
Whilst peru~ing the Times the other day I observed that a certain

proportion of the seats on the opening day of the !{oyal Tournament were
allotted to members of the O.T.C's. of Public Schools. 'Would it not be
possible, in the future, for a party of Shirburnians to go to Olympia to see
what must surely be one of the best displays presented in London each year?

Yours, etc.,

G. A. L. RUTLEDGE.

[\Ve suppose that this isn't a really serious suggestion.-ED.]
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Dear Sir,
Would it not be possible for the members of the third game to have just

one day off cricket besides the O.T.C. Parade?
Yours sincerely,

THE THIRD GAME.

Dear Sir,
We have the choice of two 0.5. Sweaters (cable or plain), two 0.5.

Ties (open end or knitted), two O.S. Scarves (silk or woollen). but we cannot
choose between the two O.S. Blazers. Why? For the very good reason
that during the Vlar the colours of the striped blazer became distorted and
quite unpresentable. They continued to deteriorate until about five years
ago, when they were sensibly abolished. Now, however, we hear from
the retailers, that the cloth with the true-coloured stripes is again obtainable.

Could not these old striped blazers at least be made legal, so that we may
avoid the risk of being asked at home why we have borrowed our sister's
tennis blazer.

Yours etc.,

NINE BUDDING 0.55.

Dear Sir,
There existed, not very long ago, a system whereby boys who had passed

Certificate "A" coutd take up a course of training for Scoutmasters, instead
of the Corps. Can anyone tell me why this system was stopped? One
would have thought that it would have provided an excellent alternative
for those who do not readily take to the military, and, surely, in most cases,
it would be more useful in after life.

Yours truly,
J. H.

Sir,
Surely it is now generally realised that the Band cannot be composed of

the smaller members of the School. This is only too truly proved by the
resu Its of recen t years.

This fact was painfully obvious when the new idea came into force a few
years ago; and perhaps the Authorities, after their customary delay, will
effect some change in the immediate future, whereby the membership of
the Baud is no longer confined to the more junior members of the School.

\Ve are, Sir,
As a result of continually changing step,

Yours etc.,
FOOT-SORE.

[We see no reason why the Junior people should not be quite adequate with
practice. Why not have the band all the year round ?-ED.]
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Dear Sir,

As having to work three-quarters of my time in the School Laboratories,
might I suggest that more efficient means of expelling the foul air and
introducing the fresh air be fitted.

I remain, Sir,
Yours, in hope,

A FRESH AIR FIEND.

Dear Sir,
May I call to your attention a suggestion that was made last term by a

member of the School, respecting the handing-in of pew-cards? He
suggested that pew-cards should only be given up after Chapel, when they
were to report any absence or unpunctuality. Could not this suggestion be
taken up, as I am sure it would be welcomed by many pew-keepers and by
those who have to collect and sort the cards

Yours, etc.,

AUTOSUGGESTION.

[The suggestion was not ignored by any means.-ED.]

Dear Sir,

I am not quite clear as to what your correspondent means by the
swimming bath becoming an "extension of the laboratories."

At the moment copper sulphate, and some fluid, which he would call
"Milton," are put in to discourage bacteria and other plant life: also some
sodium for the delection of the Lower School sets. This turns to a weak
solution of caustic soda, say one part in ten million, and perhaps later to an
equally dilute solution of washing soda-a concentration far lower than is
found in ordinary washing soap

All these could only harm the very lowliest forms of plant and animal
life, so I hope" H.A.W," need have no further fears on this point.

May I be permitted to make a plea that the water in the bath be not
changed so frequently; that it is, is due to the rather ignorant attitude of
people whose business it usually is not. They think that. because it is green, it
isdirty, or" infecting." Lettuce is green from a similar cause, and is probably
less wholesome than the bath water. And I think the opiuion of qualified
analysts should be taken as correct, and not the opinion of the unlearned,

Yours, etc.

O.B.E.T.
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Dear Sir,

There does, I believe, exist a School Rule to the effect that all classrooms
are out of bounds until five minutes before work and chapel.

Tb.erefore, Sir, it would seem, those arriving for chapel at 8.20 are hardly
complying with this rule.

I remain, Sir,
Yours sincerely,

OVERWORKED.
[What exactly is the point of this ?-ED.]

Dear Sir,

\Ve fully understand that it is unavoidable for organ lessons to be given
in School hours. but we completely fail to see why we should be disturbed
by it in E.T. before breakfast.

Yours sincerely,

A WOULD-BE SCHOLAR.

Dear Sir,

Is it not time tlrat some restrictions were put upon the use of the School
gramophone? I do not wish to Rrudge our musical friends their little
pleasures, but when some vandal puts on a low class Gilbert and Sullivan
record, and runs the machine at its loudest-obviously because he is one of
those who revel in any loud noise-it is aggravating. \Ve feel sure that the
gramophone was presented for the benefit of the School; if we do not take
care. it will deteriorate into a bane.

Yours, etc.,

ONE WHO FINDS THE ABBEY BELLS AND THE
SALVATION ARMY SUFFICIENT.

Dear Sir,

Although in no way wishing to blame the Authorities of the Gramophone
Society, we feel that the School Radio Gramophone would be far more in
keeping with its surroundings if it were placed in the Music School. There
it would be just as central and would in no way inconvenience the Society's
members: while in its present position we are continually bombarded with
extremely hackneyed music, which is in no way helpful to our musical up
bringing, and which tend to deter many of ns from becoming members of
this most admirable Society.

\Ve remain, Sir,
Yours sincerely,

SHELL-SHOCKED,
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OUR CONTEMPORARIES.

[JUNE.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
magazines and apologize for any accidental omissions :-

The Alleyl1ian

The Blulldellian

The Cheltonian

The Clijtollian

The Etoll College Chro1zicle

The Fettesian

The Lorettonian

The Marlburian

The Meteor

The Stapeldo1l Magazine

HOUSES.

The School House (a).

lames', ClIrteis', \Vood's, \Vhitehead's, Wild man's, Carey's,
Parry-Jones' (b).

Tancock's, \Vilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's, Brown's (e).

Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's,
Macfarlane-Grieve's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (j).
Milford's, Ross's (g).

O'Hanlon's (h).

Town (1').

Preparatory (Prep.).
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